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On the Road to Fluency
Resources for English Language Learners

Includes an
internal time
guide for
instruction

A program for any stage
of English development
The road to English language acquisition can be a long one. Thankfully,
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt™ has the English language Teaching (ELT)
program to fit your school’s level of instruction for beginning to intermediate
learners wherever they are on that journey. Whether your class devotes a few
hours a week or ten to learning English, HMH® offers the resources you need
to build student confidence in listening, speaking, reading, and writing. The
programs below can help make your class’ journey to fluency a smooth one.

Look for our handy
timing tool to
guide your weekly
instruction.

3 hours

• Starship English provides students with multiple strategies to
communicate, with modeling provided in numerous listening activities.
•	
English Travels® supports TESOL standards with excellent grammar
and phonics instruction, in addition to all language development.
•	
On Our Way to English® organizes daily instruction around thematic
reading anthologies.
•	
Journeys: New Frontiers offers English-language reading instruction
that’s expert-authored and backed by research and results.
•	
Journeys Road Map to Success guides students to directly interact
with the selections in their consumable readers after explicit language
development.
•	
Escalate English™ helps students master language proficiency
and academic English at a rapid rate.
•	
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Handwriting builds skills in written
English through the teaching and practice of handwriting.
•	
Blast! Building Grammar and Writing™ offers additional
or supplemental grammar and writing instruction.
•	
On Our Way to English® Activity Books make practice an adventure.
•	Leveled Readers engage students with fiction and nonfiction content.
•	
BOLDPRINT® Kids Anthologies provide a fresh approach to balanced
literacy instruction.
• Additional resources available, including Digital.
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5 hours

7 hours

3 hours or less per week

CORE PROGRAMS

Starship English is an exciting,
comprehensive, and easy-to-teach
English course for young learners
A seven-level program for primary and elementary school
students, Starship English enhances English language learning
through clear goals, supportive resources, and practical,
achievable learning activities. Program components:
•	
Student Books feature independent and integrated use of the four
language skills—reading, listening, writing, and speaking—accompanied
by audio CDs.
•	
Activity Books are fully integrated with the Student Books and
encourage students to apply their in-class learning to independent
work, either in the classroom or at home.
•	
Phonics Books provide additional phonics support for Starter–Level 3
to extend and strengthen language skills. Each level is supported by
an audio CD.
•	
Teacher’s Books include clear, scripted, step-by-step lesson plans;
activities for group, pair, and individual work; and reproducible word/
picture cards, games, and handouts.
• Flash Cards provide additional vocabulary support through pictorials.
• Interactive Whiteboards are an effective way to introduce new
dialogue and language while engaging the whole class through
listening, speaking, reading, and writing activities, games, and practice.
• Star and Stella puppets provide countless opportunities for modeling
dialogue and making learning fun.

STUDENT BOOKS

ACTIVITY BOOKS

TEACHER’S BOOKS

FLASH CARDS
(actual size: 7.5” x 9.75”)
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English Travels makes the journey
as exciting as the destination
English Travels is an ELT program for primary and elementary grade
students, with Starter Levels A, B, and C, and Levels 1–6.

Structured, user-friendly
Teacher’s Guides facilitate
learning, practice, and
enrichment by providing:
• A clear instructional path for
learning English
• Relevant language, vocabulary,
phonics, and grammar teaching
• Research-based curriculum
and instruction

TEACHER’S GUIDES

Developmentally appropriate
student materials feature:
• Engaging presentation
• Abundant language, vocabulary,
phonics, and grammar that support
TESOL standards
• Fold-and-Go Books for beginning reading

Assessment at point-of-use:
• Placement Assessment
• Unit Assessment
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• Mid-Book and End-of-Book
Assessments

3 hours or less per week

CORE PROGRAMS

PRACTICE BOOKS

Program components:
•	
Student Books feature consistent, color-coded lessons that target
language acquisition skills, with accompanying Audio CD support.
•	
Practice Books provide practice and support for vocabulary,
language, phonics, grammar, and writing, in addition to extended
reading practice.
• Teacher’s Guides include a clear, consistent instructional path;
activities, songs/chants; reproducible word/picture cards, games,
routine cards, and handouts; built-in assessment and placement tests;
and an assessment CD.
• Teacher’s Resource Book for starter level contains blackline masters
for word/picture cards, games, routine cards, and handouts.

STUDENT STARTER BOOKS

• Large Poster Sets contain oral language posters for each unit.
•	
Picture Cards provide additional vocabulary support and game
activities.

STUDENT BOOKS
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On Our Way to English helps your English
language learners find their voice
On Our Way to English provides what English language learners
need on their journey to fluency:
•	A focus on academic language and vocabulary development
• Thematic, content-based instruction
•	Differentiated instruction for language and literacy
•	Daily instructional routines in oral language, reading, and writing
•	Online and digital tools to motivate students, enhance learning,
and make teaching easier
• Formative and summative assessment

New technology makes
teachers more efficient
and students more
proficient
• Online Leveled Readers
ONLINE LEVELED READERS

•	Interactive Whiteboard
Activities

Get students out of their seats with

• Talking eBooks Online

written language learning. Matching and
multiple-choice activities are provided
for every set of vocabulary flashcards.
Posters and flashcards are also available
in large-print format.

• eBooks on CD-ROM
• Online Lesson Planner
•	Teacher’s Resource CD-ROM

Interactive Whiteboard posters
and flashcards that reinforce oral and

•	Interactive Language and
Phonics CD-ROM
TEACHER’S RESOURCE CD-ROM
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TALKING EBOOKS ONLINE

INTERACTIVE LANGUAGE
AND PHONICS CD-ROM

Interactive flashcards—matching
and multiple-choice activities are provided
for every set of vocabulary cards!
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BIG BOOK EBOOKS
CD-ROM AND ONLINE
(GRADES K–3)

Big Books in Kindergarten through Grade 3 incorporate an array
of fiction and nonfiction genres based on each unit’s theme.
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Thematic Teacher’s Guide

STUDENT ANTHOLOGY
AUDIO CD (GRADES 4–5)

focuses on a simple daily routine of
oral language, reading, and writing
instruction all taught within the context
of the same content-area theme.

Student Anthologies in Grades 3 through 5 incorporate
an array of fiction and nonfiction genres based on each unit’s
theme, including three levels of text.
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Edition
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to English

Student Boo

RIGBY On Our Way
to English

®

Our Way
RIGBY On

dent Book

5 hours per week

Student Edition

Student Book
Grade

The Phonics Practice Kit
includes a magnetic board set
for hands-on phonics practice
at Grades K–1.
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The One-Stop Activity Book provides students
with all the practice they need in one effective resource.
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Journeys: New Frontiers—research-based
and backed by proven results
Journeys New Frontiers is a Grades 1–5 English-language reading program
designed for international markets. The program is built on the U.S. Common
Core State Standards and integrates English-language reading, language,
and content instruction.
Each grade level includes two streamlined student volumes. These volumes
provide learners with appropriately challenging, reader-friendly texts as well
as instruction, practice, and application of the skills they need to become
proficient English language readers, writers, and speakers. Journeys New
Frontiers provides:
•	A balance of fiction and content-based reading selections in the Student Book
•	Readability levels that are appropriate for national/bilingual schools
•	Expert authorship that is grounded in research
•	Audio recordings for extended listening and speaking practice

Student Book Each grade level includes two streamlined student volumes.
These volumes provide learners with appropriately challenging, reader-friendly
texts as well as instruction, practice, and application of the skills they need to
become proficient English language readers, writers, and speakers.
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5+ hours per week

New Frontiers

L1: T2, 3, 4
L2: T5, 6, 7
L3: T8, 9, 10
L4: T11, 12, 13

L5: T14, 15, 16
L6: T17, 18, 19
L7: T20, 21, 22
L8: T23, 24, 25

L9: T26, 27, 28
L10: T29, 30, 31
L11: T32, 33, 34
L12: T35, 36, 37

L13:
L1: T2,
T38,
3,39,
4 40
L14:
L2: T5,
T41,
6,42,
7 43
L15:
L3: T8,
T44,
9,45,
10 46
L16:
L4: T11,
T47,12,
48,13
49

New Frontiers

New Frontiers

New Frontiers

New Frontiers

New Frontiers

1

2

3

4

5
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To accompany Student Book
Volume 1 and Volume 2

To accompany Student Book
Volume 1 and Volume 2

To accompany Student Book
Volume 1 and Volume 2

To accompany Student Book
Volume 1 and Volume 2

To accompany Student Book
Volume 1 and Volume 2

To accompany Student Book
Volume 1 and Volume 2

L17:
L5: T14,
T50,15,
51,16
52
L18:
L6: T17,
T53,18,
54,19
55
L19:
L7: T20,
T56,21,
57,22
58
L20:
L8: T23,
T59,24,
60,25
61

L21:
L9: T26,
T62,27,
63,28
64
L22:
L10:T65,
T29,66,
30,67
31
L23:
L11:T68,
T32,69,
33,70
34
L24:
L12:T71,
T35,72,
36,73
37

L13: T38, 39,
L1: 40
T2, 3, 4L17: T50, 51,
L5: 52
T14, 15,
L21:
16T62, 63,
L9:64
T26, 27, 28
L14: T41, 42,
L2: 43
T5, 6, 7L18: T53, 54,
L6: 55
T17, 18,
L22:
19T65, 66,
L10:67T29, 30, 31
L15: T44, 45,
L3: 46
T8, 9, 10
L19: T56, 57,
L7: 58
T20, 21,
L23:
22T68, 69,
L11:70T32, 33, 34
L16: T47, 48,
L4: 49
T11, 12,
L20:
13T59, 60,
L8: 61
T23, 24,
L24:
25T71, 72,
L12:73T35, 36, 37

L13:
L1: T2,
T38,
3,39,
4 40
L14:
L2: T5,
T41,
6,42,
7 43
L15:
L3: T8,
T44,
9,45,
10 46
L16:
L4: T11,
T47,12,
48,13
49

L17:
L5: T14,
T50,15,
51,16
52
L18:
L6: T17,
T53,18,
54,19
55
L19:
L7: T20,
T56,21,
57,22
58
L20:
L8: T23,
T59,24,
60,25
61

L9: T26, 27, 28
L10: T29, 30, 31
L11: T32, 33, 34
L12: T35, 36, 37

L13:L1:
T38,
T2,39,
3, 440 L17:L5:
T50,
T14,
51,15,
5216
L14:L2:
T41,
T5,42,
6, 743 L18:L6:
T53,
T17,
54,18,
5519
L15:L3:
T44,
T8,45,
9, 10
46 L19:L7:
T56,
T20,
57,21,
5822
L16:L4:
T47,
T11,
48,12,
4913 L20:L8:
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T23,
60,24,
6125

L9: T26, 27, 28
L10: T29, 30, 31
L11: T32, 33, 34
L12: T35, 36, 37

L13:
L1:T38,
T2, 3,
39,
4 40
L14:
L2:T41,
T5, 6,
42,
7 43
L15:
L3:T44,
T8, 9,
45,
1046
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CORE PROGRAMS

L17:
L5:T50,
T14,51,
15,52
16
L18:
L6:T53,
T17,54,
18,55
19
L19:
L7:T56,
T20,57,
21,58
22
L20:
L8:T59,
T23,60,
24,61
25

L9: T26, 27, 28
L10: T29, 30, 31
L11: T32, 33, 34
L12: T35, 36, 37

L13: T38, 39, 40
L14: T41, 42, 43
L15: T44, 45, 46
L16: T47, 48, 49

L17: T50, 51, 52
L18: T53, 54, 55
L19: T56, 57, 58
L20: T59, 60, 61

Audio CD Audio recordings of the vocabulary and reading
selections present students with spoken models as well as oral
fluency and listening and speaking practice.

Journeys New Frontiers

ader’s Notebook

Name
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Words with er,
ir, ur
ReadeR’s Notebook

Name

Amazing Animals
High-Frequency Words

Words to Know

Spelling

Reading
Comprehension

Phonics

Vocabulary

Name

Read the words
in the box.
Write the
word that matche
s the picture
Circle the word that best completes
.
clerk
shirt
stir
hurt
Where
curl

Name

each sentence.

1. I like (until, learning) about animals.
1.

Date

Reader’s Notebook

ocean

arctic

3. Ali has (baby, eight) new toys.

Grade 3

High-Frequency Words
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129

he

his

your

you

TEACH THE PRINCIPLE

her, and fur,
Card bird. Write bird,
Review Sound/Spelling
when the
vowels. Explain that
underlining the r-controlled
is changed.
the sound of the vowel
letter r follows a vowel,
ADDITIONAL SUPPORTING INSTRUCTION

Student Book pp. INSTRUCTION
288-289
ADDITIONAL SUPPORTING
Student Book p. 278
To be used before beginning

Narrative Writing: Step 3
Writing: Step 1
Narrative
Revising and Proofreading
OBJECTIVES
TEACH/MODEL
story sentences.
of and write together
• Name•parts
Review with children some of
the reasons for revising a
piece of writing.

TEACH/MODEL
• Review what revision is.
sentences that
ofwhen
up is
Revising
writers
that a story is made

Lesson 21

Mifflin Harcourt

Publishing Company.

Spelling

Grammar

OBJECTIVES
in complete sentences.
• Use possessive pronouns

backyard!

they

TEACH/MODEL

my

used in place
that a pronoun can be
• Review with children
name. A possessive pronoun,
of a noun, such as a person’s shows that a person has or
and her,
such as my, your, his,
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owns something.

First, Jay

he watched his mom. the Talk
Use
model with children.
• Read and discuss the
About It questions.
Then Jay went into
the air.

sailed

SHARED WRITING
He went high above
write sentences
the to
garden.
work together

will
• Explain that the class
learning to do
make-believe panda
for a story about a
Jay soared all the way home.
something.
Tell children
that this is a draft of a story that
the
details
Troy for
wrote.
for partners to brainstorm
Provide
• Read
thetime
draft and discuss
their imagination.
sparkrevised
howtoTroy
of a panda
the story
to
Display
the
story. it
make
records
better.images
a detail while the other
One child describes

INDEPENDENT
pictures or words.
information in WRITING

Record
• Use Student Book
to form a topic sentence.
group
pp. 288-289
to review
• Guide the whole
them.the focus skill,
using exact verbs.
as volunteers suggest
detail sentences
we
like these: What do
• Then have children revise
prompts
and proofread their
first?
• Provide support with
owndo
papers,
using the panda
What should our panda
learn?
Checklist
on Student Book at the
Flying Lesson
want our WritingtoTraits
do next? What happensp. 288.
quietly
our panda
shouldchildren
• Then
What have
Jay stood quitly
useby the
the
nest. Proofreading Checklist
story?to
Blackline
end of the
Master
proofread
story sentences.
First, Jay he watched histheir
mom.
• Have children use the Writing
use vivid verbs,
writers
when
Checklist
Jay went into
that
to evaluate
the air.
children
their
TellThen
VERBS
are
completed
VIVID
drafts.
sailed
what story characters
picture
He went high above
the garden.
help their readers
• they
Provide time for children to share
Jay soared all the way home.their narrative sentences
doing.
with the whole group.

Spelling

ASSESS
ADMINISTER THE PRETEST

children try
read the sentence. Have
Say
and from
spelling
wordword
as
the first
Sayeach
page T134.Repeat
the itword
Then say
in a
phonetically.
sentence
repeatwords
untaught
the word. Have
have
to spell and
and the
the board
write
the word on children
word.
children write it. Write
Repeat for words
their spelling if needed.

children correct
CORRECTIVE
FEEDBACK

Lesson 21
ADDITIONAL SUPPORTING INSTRUCTION

To be used before beginning Student

Extend the Topic

Book p. 282

OBJECTIVES

• Acquire and use domain-specific
vocabulary.
• Participate in conversations about
a topic.
• Know and use various text features
(for example, headings,
tables of contents, glossaries, electronic
menus, and icons)
to locate key facts or information
in a text.

WORDS ABOUT THE TOPIC: Animals

• gills a fish’s body part that
helps it breathe air under
water

• skeleton bones that are connected
together
• organ a body part that does
a certain job

DOMAIN-SPECIFIC VOCABULARY

INTRODUCE WORDS ABOUT
THE TOPIC Remind children
that this week’s topic is Animals.
Display the words shown
above. Tell children that these are
words that can help them
learn more about the topic. Read
aloud the meaning of each
word, and have children respond
to the following prompts.
• While humans uses their noses
to breathe air, fish use their
____. gills

• Each of us has a ______ which
is made up of all the bones
in our body. skeleton
• The heart is the ________that
pumps blood all around
inside our bodies. organ
INTERACT WITH THE WORDS
Have children work in small
groups to create Four-Square Maps.
For each of the domainspecific words, children should
fold a blank sheet of paper
into four equal sections. Work with
them to follow the steps
below for each word. As needed,
display the meanings of
the words on the board. Ask individual
children to use the
words in a sentence orally. Then
write the sentence on the
board for other children to refer
to for ideas.
• In the first corner, draw a picture
for the word.
• In the second corner, write the
meaning of the word.
• In the third corner, write a sentence
using the word.
• In the fourth corner, write the
word.

When groups have finished, have
them share their FourSquare Maps with the class.

2–12.
Review any words that children
misspell.

Lesson 21
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change
children
• Remind
words
or sentences
in their drafts
say and
to do.
characters
make them better.
tell what make-believe
• Have children turn to page
288 in their Student Books.
story on the board:
the following
• WriteWrite
the following draft on the board:
The Baby Panda
bag.
Flying
to a brown
Lesson
Hua Mei wanders over
the bag.
First she peeks inside quietly
Jay stood way inside.
Then she crawls all thequitly by the nest.
when they find her.
The zookeepers laugh

Words to Know

ball, too.

Grammar
© Houghton
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per word.

Grammar

ball.

5. We can play
in
Writing
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with the words in Row 1
REPEAT CONTINUOUS BLENDING
Rows 1–3 and have children
below. Then write the words in
read them.
at a rate of three seconds
• Repeat until children are reading

Lesson 21
over my face to
Lesson 21
skirt turn perch girl
Then I pulled my hat
1. herd
• Write on the board:
is a possessive
tell children that my
a dolphin
snoreuses its
Guide children to
shark
clerkhow
tell you
birth
nap. Underline my and
2. bark
on page 277
PHONEMIC AWARENESS WARM-UP
details
that the tail flukes
tell
I own something.
as I say a word. Then I • What
It means
and down”
Have
children
thirst star water.
pronoun.
words “up
find out and describe what the use
curl
flow
listen and clap syllables. Say: Listen
flukes?
reach
3. The
the story that animal looks
dolphin through the
parts, or syllables. Each tail
like asexample
a baby and
sentences
a paddle to push the
at the about
will break the word into word
stages it goes through to become
are used like
• Discuss other
Meg is a girl with lots of curls.
I will clap as I say each
an pronouns.
adult. Guide children to formulate
syllable has its own vowel sound.
in this selection “amazing”?
a question and use
the animals
possessive
all of
arm.
hill (clap). Uphill has two • Why are Fern
and live.
hurt her
books, websites, and other resources.
fell and body
parts that help it grow
syllable. Listen: uphill; up (clap),
Have them write and
his favorite food.
I’ll say a word. Then clap Each animal has special
Falafel is
Examples:illustrate
a short report and then share them
syllables. Now let’s do some more.
in small groups.
all over!
many syllables you hear.
her gooey ice cream
the syllables with me and tell how
Call on Zara spilled
shortcut (2), barnyard (2),
the sentences on the board.
Write
Visualize
sister?” Mom asked.
Continue with bird (1), park (1),
STRATEGY:
to read the “Where is your
TARGET DECODING
and guide
words Then
(2), surprised (2).
children.
to blend and read
individuals
snowman (2), perch (1), chirping
STUDENT BOOK INSTRUCTION
Book pp. 261-262 with
Reread Student
two-syllable
reading.
say
to
sentences.
continue
sounds
as they
Now guide children to blend
children to visualize
Student Book pp. 286-287
syllables. Say the sounds
words. Each word will have two
TALK IT OVER
APPLY
something.
to say the word: /t/ /ûr/ /n/ /i/
Have a child give you
words with er,
after me and then blend them
writing and reading
have about • Play a game with children. Is this your [name of object]?
Have partners take turns
; /f/ /l/ /ûr/ / e/: flurry.
polar bears
that
says
talk
ask:
261
and
should
p.
on
Think Aloud
partners
/p/: turnip; /s/ /t/ /ûr/ /i/ /ng/: stirring
object
text
word,
the
a
The
up
Hold
of object]. Have
ir, and ur. After reading sun. I can see snow in the
sentence. He or she should answer: That is my [name
the card for bird. Name
white in the
complete
it in a that
looks
thatthe
used.
is very
thick furwhat
SOUND/SPELLING CARDS Display
word means and each useplace
possessive pronoun they
Have children repeat after photos. These clues help me visualize a
children identify the
the picture and say the sound.
together.
and white.
say it.
in pairs to play the game
cold, icy, windy, sunny,
work
you. Listen: bird, /ûr/. Now you
children
Have
•
REVIEW/PRACTICE
strategy as they read
Bird has the /ûr/ sound
to practice the Visualize
children
Tell children
• Say the sound and give the spelling.
STUDENT BOOK INSTRUCTION
• Together read the text at the
to themselves. Ask several
stand for the /ûr/
top of Student Book p. 286.
Student Book pp. 265-266
in the middle. The letters ir together
how this helped
Discuss the pronouns in the example
T65mind and
pictured
p. 254 in their
sentences.
Book
what they
to tellStudent
sound.
SUPPORTING INSTRUCTION
ADDITIONAL
the information better.
• Direct children’s attention to
is the word shirt. The letters them understand
thep. Try
278 This! activity on
Student Book
• Write and read shirt. Say: This
beginning
Student
beforeBook
p. 287.
ir stands for the /ûr/ sound
To be used
sh stand for the /sh/ sound, and
last sound, /t/. Read with
STRATEGY
• Have children write the correct
in shirt. The letter t stands for the
pronoun to finish each
PHONICS/DECODING
strategy while
sentence. 1. mine, 2. hers, 3. my,
OBJECTIVE
the Phonics/ Decoding
me: /sh/ /ûr/ /t/, shirt.
4. your, 5. hers
children.
Help children applyand read irregularly
words.
with
spelled
vowels
Recognize
and ur, on the card. Say the reading• p.
268. Review r-controlled
• Point to the other spellings, er
blending the sounds
OBJECTIVES
and have children repeat Then write her on the board and model
ir, and ur
CONNECT TO WRITING
reread
words fern and burn as examples
r-controlled vowels er,
children repeat. Then
• Spell words with the
word: /h/ /ûr/, her. Have
in the
each word.
• Write the following sentences
TEACH
that her makes sense.
on the board.
with children to confirm
Book pages 254 and
to identify the mistakes
the er spelling of /ûr/. Say: the page
SENTENCES Ask children
AND
Discuss the Context Cards, on Student
orally.
• Write and read her. Point out
SPELLI NG WORDS
also Instructional Routine
er stand for the /ûr/ sound
255, using the routine below. See
This is the word her. The letters
I gave my sister mine fish. Now
with the word
the fish is her.
Repeat
together.
word
the
LOOK
15.
BASIC
in her. Read
A CLOSER
are hard alone
Theyword
• Model using proofreading
teeth? the
my desk. marks to correct
once
tusks like
word. ReadTusks
the your
turn.
an elephant’s
1. her Her coat was on
the first
and pronounce
are much
How are
• Read
sentence.
How are they different?
grew in my yard.
to grow.
timethen
and take and
together. have only two tusks, but I have
2. fern A green fern
Elephants
• Ask a volunteer tosnack after school.
longer than my teeth.
or definition to
3. girl The girl ate a correct the errors in the second sentence.
GUIDED PRACTICE
the word. Give children a synonym
• Explain
than that.
way is the bus?
ROUTINE Use Instructional more teeth
4. sir Please sir, which
CONTINUOUS BLENDING
explain what the word means.
and toes make it a good
I give my sister mine
Write third on the board. How does the shape of a duck’s feet
mix.
fish.
cake
Now the fish is her.
push itself easily
Routine 3 to model blending third.
5. stir Please stir the
and toes help a duck
swimmer? The wide feet
tree.
a
in
sat
bird
6. bird The
through the water.
• Together read the directions
for Grammar in Writing at
The cat licks its fur.
fur bottom
7.the
of Studentthe
Book
p. 287. Remind children to
playground.
hurt on
Kim got pronouns
hurt
8.use
possessive
correctly their
Lesson 21 • T131
Lane?
own writing.
or left ontoinOak
INSTRUCTION
9. turn Do we turn right
ADDITIONAL SUPPORTING
is in third grade.
10. third My brother
Student Book p. 278
To be used before beginning
ADDITIONAL SUPPORTING INSTRUCTION
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CHALLENGE
on the couch.
To be11.
curlofup
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The cats
start
curlbefore
next lesson
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12. first My team came
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4. You can bring
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Independent Reading

OBJECTIVES
• Blend and segment syllables orally.
/ûr/ er, ir, ur.
• Learn the sound-spelling correspondences
spelled one-syllable words
• Blend and decode regularly
with er, ir, ur.

bird. Remind children that
• Point to Sound/Spelling Card
/ûr/ can help them when
knowing the sound/spellings for
they read.
d.
• Write on the board: th, ir, and
word. Say: Listen: /th/ /ûr/ /d/,
• Blend the sounds and say the
you. Now you blend the
third. Have children blend with
/ûr/ /d/, third.
sounds and read the word. /th/

TEACH/MODEL

snack.
her
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Phonemic Awareness/
Phonics

REVIEW: Possessive Pronouns

2. Farah eats

Spelling
© Houghton

Phonics
© Houghton

Amazing Animals
Grammar: Possessive
Pronouns

fur
hurt
turn
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Company. All rights reserved.
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Read pages 265–266. 6.
Where
An animal
is the camel’s home?

5.
think he is Ali’s pal!
7. The kitten (begins, learning) to

To Accompany
Student Edition
Volume 1 and Volume 2

.

me

3. Rick brings

toy).
8. The new kitten is not Ali’s (years,

1624821

1. I hug

bird

5. Opposite
of him

Ali.
6. The new kitten likes to (until, follow)
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First

Lesson 21

ReadeR’s

Write the correct
pronoun to finish
sentence.
each

sir

What clues did you use?
4. Goes with
three

our home.
5. A (eight, young) kitten came to
4.

Amazing Animals
Writing: Narrative Writing

stir

Goes with
desert 2. grassland
pain

Read pages 261–262.
3. What a
bear has
Where is the bear’s home?

3. is older.
4. Ali will play (until, learning) he

ADDITIONAL SUPPORTING INSTRUCTION
Book p. 254
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next.
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Amazing
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with er, ir, ur

Amazing Animals
Independent Reading
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’S NOT
EBO

ReadeR’s NoteBooK

The animals got mixed up! Write where
1. Opposite
each animal lives. Then, write the clues you
of boy
used to figure out the answer.
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2. My brother Ali is five (follow, years)
2.
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Lesson 21
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Planning My Sentences
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Reader’s Notebook In this workbook,
students apply the concepts learned in the
classroom through practical written activities.

Assessment The Assessment book helps

Teacher’s Guide The Teacher’s Guide
provides the tools that teachers need to help
their students acquire vocabulary, reading,
listening and speaking, writing, phonics,
phonemic awareness, and grammar skills.
It includes step-by-step lesson plans aligned
with the Student Book as well as additional
instructional support.

educators assess student progress and includes
Lesson Tests that cover vocabulary, grammar,
reading comprehension, and phonics. In
addition, teachers will find Reading Fluency
Tests, Writing Prompts, Rubrics, and Progress
Checklists.

Sample Now
Evaluate Journeys: New Frontiers today
by registering for a sample at:
hmhco.com/journeys-new-frontiers
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Journeys Road Map to Success—
a new twist on a trusted program
Journeys Road Map to Success was specially developed for English language
learners from our Journeys reading program. This six-level, streamlined reading
program helps students become more confident and successful readers.

Write-In Readers are consumable
worktexts that encourage students
to interact with the text through:
•	30 selections for comprehensive
reading opportunities
•	Stop/Think/Write activities
right on the student page
• Phonics at point-of-use
WRITE-IN READERS

1_RITAETG626451_SF_CVR.indd 1

12/22/10 11:10:14 AM

3_RITAETG626475_SF_CVR.indd 1

2_RITAETG626468_SF_CVR.indd 1

4_RITAETG626482_SF_CVR.indd 1

12/22/10 11:12:00 AM

TEACHER’S GUIDES

6_RITAETG626505_SF_CVR.indd 1

5_RITAETG626499_SF_CVR.indd 1
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12/22/10 11:11:23 AM

12/22/10 11:10:50 AM

12/22/10 11:12:44 AM

12/22/10 11:13:36 AM

Write-In Reader eBooks include online
audio at two speeds for appropriate support.
Among the most exciting features is the ability
for students to change the pace of their reading
by simply clicking and changing the boy’s icon
from walking to running, thereby changing the
speed by which the eBook reads aloud to them.

7+ hours per week

CORE PROGRAMS
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Sing and Connect
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Copyright © and  by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company

Teacher Editions provide ELT environments

1555

4500000000

All rights reserved. No part of this program may be reproduced in any
form without permission in writing from the copyright owner.
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ABCDE

Produced in the U.S.A.
ISBN

978-0-547-33684-8

Audio CD

Audio CD

LV K - 1

Songs written and performed
by Linda Quiroz

JNY_SnC_GRK_1_Poly.indd 1

Copyright © and  by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company
All rights reserved. No part of this program may be reproduced in any
form without permission in writing from the copyright owner.
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1555
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Produced in the U.S.A.
ISBN

978-0-547-33688-6

If you have received these materials as examination copies free of charge,
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company retains title to the materials and
they may not be resold. Resale of examination copies is strictly prohibited.

1418150

feature engaging
songs to support the
key concepts and
vocabulary in Journeys.

D
G R A ES

4–5
(6)
1418146

K–1

Houghton Mifﬂin Harcourt • Grammar Songs CD • Grades 4–5(6)

with the comprehensive resources necessary for
developing phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary,
comprehension, and fluency. With the grammar and
writing English language teachers are looking for covered
in every lesson, Journeys Road Map to Success has it
all—and allows time to teach and to learn—better paving
their path to success.

Songs written and performed
by Linda Quiroz

GRADES

If you have received these materials as examination copies free of charge,
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company retains title to the materials and
they may not be resold. Resale of examination copies is strictly prohibited.

Grammar Songs

Sing and Connect
and Grammar
Songs CDs

Sing and
Connect

Houghton Mifﬂin Harcourt • Sing and Connect CD • Grades K–1

Audio CD
Songs written and performed
by Linda Quiroz

Grammar
Songs
5/19/10 12:17:26 PM

Audio CD
Songs written and performed
by Linda Quiroz
D
G R A ES

4–5
(6)

LV 4 - 5 ( 6 )

JNY_GS_GR4_5_6_Poly.indd 1

5/19/10 12:00:38 PM

•	Oral Grammar and instructional tools to help
students acquire vocabulary

Assessment mirrors
activities from the
practice workbook to
track student progress.

•	Conversational Language grows students’
speaking confidence
•	Phonics sections guide correct pronunciation
•	Reading and Comprehension and Retelling
sections deepen understanding
1466799

3_RITAEAS626598_CVR.indd 1

12/21/10 1:59:37 PM

Some features are Interactive
Whiteboard-Ready!

1466796
6_RITAEPB6

26567_CVR_

f.indd 1

12/21/10 12:47:27
PM

Practice Workbooks provide the student
with the ability to read a short passage and
reinforce rich vocabulary while allowing
English learners to Stop, Think, and Write!
This well-researched feature allows English
language learners to self-assess their reading
comprehension and fluency while responding
to it in writing.
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5 hours per week

CORE PROGRAMS

Escalate English—rapidly increase
students’ language proficiency
and mastery of academic English
Escalate English © 2017 is a language development program for Grades
4–8 designed to help students realize their potential by rapidly increasing
their language proficiency and mastery of academic English.
Created specifically for students who are—or are
at risk of becoming—long-term English learners,
Escalate English provides language-rich, intellectually
challenging experiences to motivate students and
accelerate their growth.
Escalate English in your classroom:
•	Instruction built to meet ELD standards and new, rigorous ELA standards
•	Scaffolding provides targeted guidance for students needing varying levels of support
•	Inspires language development and engages students with high-interest, current content

What sets Escalate English apart?
•	Flexible lessons are organized into four
15-minute modules to fit your schedule
and instructional model.
•	Topics align with HMH English Language
Arts programs.
•	Just-Right Scaffolding provides varied
levels of support at the Light, Moderate,
and Substantial levels.
•	Consistent unit and lesson structures
make it easy to plan and deliver your
instruction.

Student Edition Available as a print and digital
resource, the Student Edition’s high-interest, current
content engages students while improving their use
of academic English through listening, speaking,
reading, and writing skills.

•	Current, high-quality texts and media
provide students with rich, engaging
language experiences.
•	Digital resources build listening, speaking,
reading, writing, and viewing skills critical
for college and career readiness
•	Variety of performance assessments identifies
students’ language strengths and needs.
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Teacher Edition Available as a print and digital
resource, the Teacher Edition provides a complete
instructional plan with point-of-use strategies and
rich scaffolding to help your students improve their
language proficiency while meeting ELD and ELA
standards.

CORE PROGRAMS

5 hours per week

Reinforce communication skills
with HMH Handwriting
Handwriting is an important communication skill
that reinforces reading, spelling, and writing.
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Handwriting provides
a logical sequence for studying letter formation in
developmentally appropriate ways. The program
builds skills in written English and engages students
through a classroom-tested interactive approach.
fold

Research shows that confident writers are better
at both reading and critical thinking. Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt Handwriting is designed to improve
student confidence through practice with the English
alphabet, numerals, punctuation, proofreading, and
writing applications.

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Student Book • Starter Level

Student Book • Level A

fold

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Starter

Level

1506138

S_LIAESE882420_cover.indd 1

10/13/11 3:57:31 AM

fold

Program components include:
fold

•	
Student Edition – Starter to Level 4
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

• Teacher Edition

Level
1506139

A_LIAESE882437_cover.indd 1

V

Vocabulary
V

V

Name

Academic Language

Level

Academic Language

1506140

In this lesson, we have learned these words and expressions:

author’s purpose

author’s purpose

persuade

inform

10/13/11 3:56:04 AM

fold

persuade

STUDENT BOOKS

F. Read the following descriptions. Circle the option that best
completes the sentence.
1. A short story mainly
a. informs readers.
b. entertains readers.
c. persuades readers.

Copyright © by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved.

1. A short story mainly
a. informs readers.
b. entertains readers.
c. persuades readers.
2. The author’s purpose is
a. the reason for writing.
b. the main idea of a selection.
c. the summary of a selection.
3. Which selection could persuade someone?
a. a selection about how bread is made
b. a song about a special holiday
c. a speech about cleaning up the beach

2. The author’s purpose is
a. the reason for writing.
b. the main idea of a selection.
c. the summary of a selection.
3. Which selection could persuade someone?
a. a selection about how bread is made
b. a song about a special holiday
c. a speech about cleaning up the beach

4. A selection that informs readers
a. has many interesting characters.
b. tells important ideas about a subject.
c. tells the reader to do things a certain way.

3_RITAEPB626536_L14_f.indd 84

entertain

B

Copyright © by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved.

inform

B_LIAESE877396_cover.indd 1

F. Read the following descriptions. Circle the option that best
completes the sentence.

Workbook: Vocabulary

abula

Date

In this lesson, we have learned these words and expressions:
entertain
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LESSON 14

Vocabulary
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84

10/13/11 3:54:09 AM

fold
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LESSON 14

• Poster set

Name

A

Student Book • Level B

4. A selection that informs readers
a. has many interesting characters.
b. tells important ideas about a subject.
c. tells the reader to do things a certain way.

Grade 3, Lesson 14

84

12/6/10 6:19:11 PM

Workbook: Vocabulary

3_RITAEPB626536_L14_f.indd 84
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Grade 3, Lesson 14
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Blast! provides additional
grammar and writing support
for English language learners
Blast! is an EFL/ELT grammar and writing program for beginning
to intermediate learners, ages 5–12, and can be used with
English Travels, Starship English, or any similar program.
Program features include:
•	
Student Books and Teacher Resource Books
for Levels 1–6
•	A consistent four-step lesson plan that builds
understanding through scaffolded activities
• Mechanics integrated throughout each lesson
•	
Grammar Fun activities that bring skills together
in an engaging way
•	
Real-world writing opportunities that integrate grammar
• Professional Learning and step-by-step teaching
suggestions and strategies
Works great
with English
Travels!

STUDENT BOOKS
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SUPPLEMENTAL—PRINT

On Our Way to English
Activity Books make practice
an adventure
The One-Stop Activity Book provides students with all the practice they
need in one effective resource. Teachers will provide language learners with
the opportunity to practice all the strategies they’re developing for reading
and writing while driving language ownership. On Our Way to English will
have them on their way to fluency!
Program components include:
• Focus on target skills and strategies
Our Way
RIGBY On

1

RIGBY

Grade

Student Book

k

Student Boo

Book

®

®

Student Book

English

Book

®

Student

Student

to English

k

Student Boo

Way to

K

to English

On Our

Grade

2

Grade

RIGBY On Our
Way

•	
Phonics and grammar practice, including
take-home phonics readers for K–2

Student Book

Student Book

t Book
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1

®

Student
Edition

Studen
t Edition

Student Edition

Student Edition

1

AM
3/11/10 9:15:15

®
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.indd
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AM

3/11/10 9:19:55
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English

dd 1

547430829.in
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9:09:23

English

3/11/10

Student
Edition

English

7430782.indd

Way to
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Way to

Way to
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®

RIGBY
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4

ISBN 978-0-5

47-4306
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>
ISBN 978-0-547-43062-1
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143243
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SUPPLEMENTAL—PRINT

Leveled Readers support English
language instruction
Our Online Leveled Reading Library provides access
to 224 readers and allows students to read independently
with audio support.
All Leveled Readers are leveled according to the Rigby® ELL Levels, the first
leveling system designed specifically for English language learners. Four
strands—fiction, social studies, math, and science—allow you to build fiction
and informational reading skills while building content-area knowledge.
Genre:
Informational Text
Strategy:
Question
Skill:
Text and Graphic
Features

Genre:
Folktale
Strategy:
Summarize
Skill:
Understanding Characters

tional Text

Level: Q
DRA: 24
Genre:
Informationa
l Text
Strategy:
Question
Skill:
Cause and Effect
Word Coun
t: 1000

gy:
rize

4.3.4

2.2.4

The
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HOUGHTON
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led Books
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1032042
10320
42

AM
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BAR311COD
7E
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7-25311-4
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008
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LEVELED READER SAMPLES

K

Leveled Reading
Teacher’s Guide

STG000_9781418985110.indd 1

s

Houghton Mifflin Online
Leveled Books

HAR CO

URT

Harcourt Leveled Readers
Online

1
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Houghton Mifflin Leveled
Readers

HSP Math Concept Readers

MIFF LIN
1388

MIFF LIN
AM
12/17/07 9:41:23

Grade

StoryTown Leveled Readers

Harcourt Social Studies
Leveled Readers

ISBN-13: 978-0-54
ISBN-10: 0-547-02 7-02187-4
187-9

by Regina Velázquez
Illustrated by Emilie Boon

Journeys Vocabulary Readers

Houghton Mifflin Nonfiction
Genre Collections

Social Insects

Online Books

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN

Online Books

Journeys Leveled Readers

Houghton Mifflin Vocabulary
Readers

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN

4.1

LR4_1CV_TREE-FT.indd

0.0.0

by Maura Sidel
y Beckes
illustrated by Shirle

Leveled Reader
Collections

3/26/09 3:13:49 PM

The Leveled Reading
Teacher’s Guide provides
differentiated lessons for each
Leveled Reader.

SUPPLEMENTAL—DIGITAL

BOLDPRINT - BOLD Look.
BOLD Content. BOLD Approach.
BOLDPRINT® Kids Anthologies allow teachers to utilize a unique approach to balanced
literacy instruction. These titles offer a magazine-like format and solid instruction to
support comprehension building through modeled, shared, and independent reading.
This exciting series helps teachers develop early literacy in students with a series of fun
selections—including authentic literature—offered in a variety of genres like blogs,
articles, graphic stories, and more.
S t e c k - Va u g h n

S t e c k - Va u g h n

David Booth

moo! baa! oink!

David Booth

Grade 3

GraDe 2

Grade 1

kindergarten

Grade 2

1509318

Inside

The Joke’s
on You!

Grade 3

Inside

Rece
RhYmss
es
1509327

The Flying
Machine
Steck-Vaughn

PizzA
Ti m e!

Steck-Vaughn

Steck-Vaughn

1509305

Also:
My Sist

er,
the In
ventor

Steck-Vaughn

1509297

Head-to-Toe
Spaghetti

Also:

Also:

inside
Grade 1

Kindergarten

that’s incredible!

David Booth

That’s Incredible!

Ha! Ha!

What’s for lunch?

What’s for Lunch?

David Booth

ha! ha!

•	Builds sight word knowledge
Moo! Baa! Oink!
and fluency skills through
scaffolded activities
•	Addresses the rigor required by
new state standards and crosses
content areas

S t e c k - Va u g h n

S t e c k - Va u g h n

•	Includes fascinating storylines
and captivating visuals

BOLDPRINT® Anthologies (Levels R–Z) captivate and support readers with engaging
texts and stunning visuals. This program offers high-impact, engaging options across
a series of content areas, genres, and interests. With its motivational appeal and
functionality, BOLDPRINT® Anthologies are a perfect fit for intermediate, middle,
and high school teachers working to reach all students in their diverse classrooms.
•	Gripping topics and themes
entice reluctant readers
•	Wide variety of genres from
interviews to opinions
•	Stunning visuals that appeal
to today’s students

Plus, the Perfect Fit!
Combine BOLDPRINT® Kids Anthologies
with BOLDPRINT® Kids Graphic Readers
for a complete balanced literacy program.
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Additional programs for
English language learners
Pre-K
Curiosityville®

Reading
Journeys
Literacy by Design®
StoryTown®

WRITE

SOURCE
Writing

Houghton Mifflin Reading

grammar

teacher’s edition

grade 4

Intervention Station
DIGITAL

Language Arts
Write Source®
Untitled-425 3

STUDENT EDITION AND
TEACHER’S EDITION
5/26/2010 3:58:07 PM

InCopy Notes

1. This is a list that can be ital or bold, and a strikethru when complete -CC
8/10/09

Houghton Mifflin English

InDesign Notes
1. This is a list

Houghton Mifflin Spelling
and Vocabulary

DEVELOPMENTAL PHONICS
ONLINE ACTIVITIES

STUDENT BOOKS
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STUDENT BOOKS

Notes

Start your English-acquisition
journey today!
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